
  
 

WEB DESIGN INTERN 

 THE POSITION
. As a Webdesign Intern you will be supporting the design and  
  e-commerce team in several optimization projects.
. Create mockups for camcamcopenhagen.com and suggest UX
  improvements.
. Assist the design team with several online and offline graphic
  material.
. Be part of the marketing team and contribute to 
  cross-department projects, including graphics and visual 
  upgrade of the brand.

BENEFITS
. You will join a friendly, supportive, and multicultural 
  organization, where you will find the opportunity to develop your   
  skills. We encourage an open work environment and extend trust   
  and responsibility to our employees. You will report to the 
  Head of Marketing.
. This is an unpaid internship. Lunch is included.
. Starting date: asap.

QUALIFICATIONS
. Student in Graphic Design/Visual Design/Multimedia Design/
  New Media Design or any equivalent.
. Photoshop and InDesign. Video editing is a plus.
. Interest in design, attentive to details and have an aesthetic sense.
. Experience in web/mobile design.
. Experience in e-commerce and email marketing is a plus.
. Excellent communication and collaboration skills.
. Can-do attitude and wiliness to help your colleagues.
. Ability to work in a fast-paced and dynamic environment.
. Fluent in English. Extra languages are an advantage.

LOCATION
. The role is based in our office at Nørrebro in Copenhagen.

HOW TO APPLY
. Interested candidates are invited to submit their resumé and a
  cover letter outlining their relevant experience and qualifications 
  to isabelle@camcamcopenhagen.com along with examples of 
  graphic work.

ABOUT CAM CAM COPENHAGEN
Award winning Danish Interior design brand, Cam Cam Copenhagen has since 2012 specialized in earth-friendly kids’ room interior 
offering well-thought, high quality, contemporary furniture, and nursery accessories that fit harmoniously into every home. Cam Cam 
Copenhagen designs are respectful of both the Scandinavian design tradition and childhood memories. Our minimalist designs are 
enhanced by our attention to the smallest details, our iconic prints, or our peaceful colour tones, the delicate craftmanship and well-

thought functionality. Cam Cam Copenhagen is experiencing strong growth and is a Børsen Gazelle company. 
Now a well-recognised player within its field, we continuously invest in supporting the organisation and in providing our customers 

with a premium relationship experience.

For more information please visit: www.camcamcopenhagen.com

Cam Cam Copenhagen is a dynamic and innovative baby and kids’ interior brand, based in Copenhagen. 
We are looking for a web design intern to join our Marketing team!


